
GIRL SCOUTS

Digital
Photographer:
Juniors

*ACTIVITY OPTIONS:

Track 1: 2-Hour Workshop

Track 2: 3-Hour Workshop

Track 3: Weekly Classes,  4 to 8-hours (total)
*Customized to Troop interest.  Badge not
included.

Class Minimum 3-4 students

One adult chaperone required, as needed

The CAC of HV will teach photography
techniques such as lighting, perspective and
composition. Some pre and post work may
need to be completed along with these
workshops to meet badge requirements.

Junior Badge Requirement
Activities
● Juniors:  Find out how to capture a great

photo with your digital device, whether
you’re using a phone or digital camera.
When you’ve earned your badge, you’ll
know how to use a digital camera to
create one-of-a-kind photos.

● The CAC can help Girl  Scouts fulfill any
of the badge requirements listed below.
*Please note that not all the
requirements for this badge may  be
completed during one session. We work
collaboratively to customize your troop
interest.

Junior Digital Photographer
(STEM, Life Skills, Art)
1. Learn about digital cameras from an

expert

2. Take tons of photographs!

3. *Edit three  photos

4. *Make a digital photo project

5. *Share your photos

Please contact:
deborah@creative-arts-corner.com if you
have any additional questions about
technology requirements.

mailto:deborah@creative-arts-corner.com


GIRL SCOUTS

Digital
Photographer:
Ambassadors

*ACTIVITY OPTIONS:

Track 1: 2-Hour Workshop

Track 2: 3-Hour Workshop

Track 3: Weekly Classes,  4 to 8-hours (total)

*Customized to Troop interest.  Badge not
included.

Class Minimum 3-4 students. One adult
chaperone required, as needed

The CAC of HV will teach photography
techniques such as lighting, perspective and
composition. Some pre and post work will
need to be completed along with these
workshops to meet badge requirements.

Badge Activities
● Ambassadors: Photos show others how

you see the world! Learn  about the
technology behind cameras and hone
your  skills, presenting the world in their
own unique way.

● The CAC can help Girl  Scouts fulfill any
of the badge requirements listed below.
*Please note that not all the
requirements for this  badge may be
completed during a single session.  We
work collaboratively to customize your
troop interest.

Ambassador Photographer
(STEM, Art, Life Skills)
1. Explore the power of photography
2. Focus on composition by taking five

photos of the same object or person and
landscape from different vantage points

3. Focus on light by shooting five portraits
4. Focus on motion by taking photos of

objects in motion
5. *Tell a story with photography by making

a digital slideshow

Please contact:
deborah@creative-arts-corner.com if you
have any additional questions about
technology requirements.

mailto:deborah@creative-arts-corner.com


GIRL SCOUTS

Outdoor Art:
Creator, Explorer,
Apprentice, Expert
& Master

*ACTIVITY OPTIONS:

Track 1: 2-Hour Workshop

Track 2: 3-Hour Workshop

Class Minimum 3-4 students

One adult chaperone required, as needed

The CAC of HV will teach photography
techniques such as lighting, perspective and
composition within a Nature & Architectural
setting. Some pre and post work may need
to be completed along with these
workshops to meet badge requirements.

Badge Activities
● Brownies:  As artists, we will walk outside

and learn how to observe nature’s colors,
shapes and patterns. We will use the
GARNER Historic District’s pathways to

inspire our photography, expand our
imaginations and let nature guide our
creativity.

● Seniors: Get ready to become an outdoor
artist as you connect with nature.  You
will learn how to see nature and
architecture  with an artist’s eye and find
ways to express yourself - As
photographers, we  will go outside
throughout the GARNER Historic
District  to find art  - as it  surrounds us,
everywhere...

● Juniors, Cadettes & Ambassadors:  Being
outside in nature is a great way to spark
your creativity.  This is your chance to
bring art and the outdoors together - to
get inspired by the beauty in nature and
use that inspiration to get creative.  From
colors and patterns to landscapes and
wildlife - Get ready to observe and
capture things outdoors that will drive
your art and creativity.

Brownie Steps

#4  Be a Nature Photographer

Senior Steps

#1  Explore Art Outdoors

#4  Capture Nature, Digitally

Junior, Cadette & Ambassador Steps

#1  Explore Art Outdoors

#4  Be a Nature Photographer

Please contact:
deborah@creative-arts-corner.com if you have
any additional questions about technology
requirements.

mailto:deborah@creative-arts-corner.com


GIRL SCOUTS

Intro to:
Digital
Photography:
Fun Patch

*ACTIVITY OPTIONS:

1-Hour Workshop

*Customized to Troop interest.  Fun Patch not
included.

Class Minimum 4 students

One adult chaperone required, as needed

The CAC of HV will teach an intro to digital
photography including techniques such as
lighting, perspective and composition.

Patch Activities
● Find out how to capture a great photo

with our digital cameras.   When you’ve
earned your patch, you’ll understand the
basics of digital photography  and the
foundations of the art form, itself.  This
intro class touches on STEM, Life Skills
and Art.

● We work collaboratively to customize
your particular troop’s interest.

The Digital Photographer
(STEM, Life Skills, Art)
1.  Explore a variety of digital photography
styles and careers

2. Learn about digital cameras from an expert

3.  Explore the art of  light, perspective,
emotion and composition

4.  Take photographs!

5. * Choose 2 images per scout to take back
with  your troop (*flash drive needed)

Please contact:
deborah@creative-arts-corner.com if you
have any additional questions about
technology requirements.

mailto:deborah@creative-arts-corner.com

